
 

 

 

  Quality Enhancement Plan   

 

Division Meeting Discussion/Conversation Regarding Personal Responsibility 

Update on QEP:   Over the last month, we have been working to increase broad‐based involvement in the 

QEP development and on narrowing our focus to a particular facet of Personal Responsibility. 

   We completed 2 of a 3 step survey process. We surveyed students at Homecoming to garner 

input (n=97). From this data, we found 8 major themes. We then conducted student focus groups to 

further narrow the topic. From the results of the focus groups, two prominent themes emerged: 

academic responsibility & ethical responsibility. The team then developed a survey which will narrow our 

results to one of these two areas and give us insight into possible strategies for the QEP. The survey went 

out November 5th via email to as many of our constituents as possible. We hope to have sufficient 

response (5 to 10% for students) to close the survey Nov 14th.  If you have not yet taken this survey, 

Please do! Once we have the topic narrowed, we can proceed with completing the framework, goals, 

SLOs, strategies, and assessment plan. The QEP website has been updated to keep the college 

community informed. 

  We are meeting with each Division to gather your ideas and comments so that we can continue 

to develop a successful collaborative QEP. 

Purpose: 

Faculty/Staff Input, Ideas, Best‐practice sharing 

Objectives: 

1. Encourage communication and conversation about the QEP 

2. Insure broad‐based representation during the development of the QEP 

3. Garner feedback and ideas for strategies to accomplish the QEP 

Method: 

Either in an open forum or in break‐out roundtable discussions generate conversation about personal 

responsibility. Collect and document responses. 

 

 

 



 

Suggested Questions: 

  1. What successful strategies are you currently employing in the classroom to instill personal 

responsibility? Outside of the classroom? 

  2. What are the behaviors you expect to see in a student exhibiting personal responsibility? 

  3. How can we best connect and collaborate across the college to improve in our efforts to help 

students grow in the area of personal responsibility? 

  4. What are some barriers or hindrances across campus to teaching students personal 

responsibility?  

Requested Deliverable: 

Please allow 30 minutes or so for discussion during your Division’s meeting and provide a summary of 

suggestions and feedback.  Please send to: Laura Miele, lmiele@alamo.edu.  

Thank you for your collaboration in this effort! 

Faculty & Staff Division Meeting Schedule: 

EVENT  DATE  TIME LOCATION METHOD  POC

Applied Science & 

Technology   

11/12/2014  3:00 pm CHP 115 Guided 

Discussion 

Jill Zimmerman/Maria 

Luna‐Chavez 

Arts and Sciences  11/12/2014  2:30 pm Heritage Room Guided 

Discussion 

Sean Nighbert/Irene 

Young 

College Services  11/14/2014  1:30 pm SWC, BLDG 1

Tiger Bistro 

Guided 

Discussion 

Cindy Katz/Laura Miele

Continuing 

Education 

11/12/2014  9:30 am CEB, Rm TBD Guided 

Discussion 

Irene Young/Laura 

Miele 

Health Sciences  11/19/2014 

(not 

confirmed) 

2:00 pm CHP 226 Guided 

Discussion 

Jill Dehoog/Penny Pfeill

Interdisciplinary 

Programs 

11/12/2014  1:30 – 3:00 

pm 

CLR 301 Guided 

Discussion 

Sonia Valdez/Jill 

Dehoog 

Student Success  11/12/2014  8:30 am & 2:00 

pm 
SLC 126 Guided 

Discussion 

Dr. Machen/Dr. 

Williams 

 











 
 

 
 

 

Quality Enhancement Plan 
 

Applied Science & Technology Division Meeting 
 

November 12, 2014 
 

Dean: Christopher Beardsall 
 

Roundtable Discussions & QEP Input 
 

QEP Functional Team Facilitators: Jill Zimmerman and María Luna-Chávez 
 

Summary: 
 

After a brief update on the current status of the development of the SPC QEP, 

division members were divided into four groups with each group assigned a question to 

discuss and answer. After 10 minutes of small group dialogue each group shared their 

ideas with the entire group. 
 

Group 1 was asked to respond to: 1. What successful strategies are you currently 

employing in the classroom to instill personal responsibility? Outside of the classroom? 

 

Group 1 suggestions:  

Currently foster personal responsibility in the classroom by: 

 Having students work in collaborative teams/groups projects.  For example, AMT 
Projects are given: individual for large classes or responsibility assigned for a 
certain component for smaller classes.   

 Offer extra credit to monitor students and ensure that they are checking course 
website 

 Online classes: make course information readily available by posting files and 
course information in ACES 

 Making students responsible for maintaining and storing tools and equipment 
that are used during class 

 Homework Timeliness: encourage students to turn in on time 

 Mandatory attendance 

 Making students responsible for checking email, course homepage, registration, 
Canvas registration 

Currently foster personal responsibility outside of the classroom:  

  Internships: Students are responsible for obtaining their internship, students will 
practice soft skills 

  Follow up with students at the beginning, during mid-term and with on-site visits 

  Encourage students to participate in clubs, promote volunteer activities; SEG 
grants give students opportunity to volunteer and become responsible. 

 

Group 2 was asked to respond to: 2. What are some behaviors you expect to see in a 

student exhibiting personal responsibility? 

 

Group 2 suggestions:  

Students exhibiting personal responsibility: 

 Need to show up to class, be punctual 



 Know time management 

 Turn in Homework/assignments on time 

 Check ACES emails/Canvas.  Suggestion was made to educate students to link their 
ACES email with their smartphones.  Tutorials can be offered to give students option 
to check their ACES email on their phone (MOWA App). 

 Complete surveys 

 See advisor and visit Welcome Center to check on their status 

 Review and study Syllabus to understand course requirements 

 Monitor attendance.  Suggestion was made to assign assignment in which students 
need to log in to ACES to check their curriculum, students should complete Survey to 
pass the course. 

 

Group 3 was asked to respond to: 3. How can we best connect and collaborate across the 

college to improve our efforts to help students grow in the area of personal responsibility?  

 

Group 3 suggestions:  

College can connect and collaborate by instilling academic responsibility in the classroom, 

developing a “Marketing Campaign” to engage students in different ways, advertise across 

the campus with Banners or by means of email. Suggestion was also made to educate 

students to ensure they know definition of Personal Responsibility. 

 

Group 4 was asked to respond to: 4. What are some barriers or hindrances across campus 

to teaching students personal responsibility?  

 

Group 4 suggestions:  

Barriers or hindrances included: 

 SPC makes inappropriate exceptions to numerous deadlines, policies, procedures, 
which encourages lack of responsibility.  This causes morale/motivation for buy-in 
from faculty and staff at the college to be low. 

 SPC often does not demonstrate personal responsibility to students by failing to 
inform them when being dropped from classes, etc.:  SPC needs to inform students. 
Red tape: barriers to enroll, currently have an intrusive advising model, students 
need to be more independent. 

 Registration process changes often, constant changes that can be a barrier for 
students. Late registration should not occur during first week of class. Late 
registration encourages lack of responsibility. Students will rely on registering late if 
we allow them to.  
 

We are very thankful to the Applied Science & Technology Division for their time and 

valuable feedback for the QEP development. Each group’s summary responses are attached. 



 
 

 
 

 

Quality Enhancement Plan 
 

College Services Division Meeting 
 

November 14, 2014 
 

Vice President of College Services: Lacy Hampton 
 

Roundtable Discussions & QEP Input 
 

QEP Functional Team Facilitators: Cindy Katz and Laura Miele 
 

Summary: 
 

After a brief update on the current status of the development of the SPC QEP, division 
members were divided into four groups with each group assigned a question to discuss and 
answer. After 10 minutes of small group dialogue each group shared their ideas with the 
entire group. 

 

The first group was asked to respond to: 1. What successful strategies are you currently 
employing in the classroom to instill personal responsibility? Outside of the classroom? Group 
1 did not consist of faculty so they responded to strategies outside the classroom. This group 
pointed to keeping the community informed, being good stewards, and ensuring the classroom 
environment is safe and conducive to learning. 

 

Group two was asked to respond to: 2. What are some behaviors you expect to see in a 
student exhibiting personal responsibility? They provided the following: promptness, 
respectful, appropriate language, being ready for class, dressing appropriately, 
attentiveness, and cooperativeness 

 

Group three was asked to answer: 3. How can we best connect and collaborate across the 
college to improve our efforts to help students grow in the area of personal responsibility? 
Group 3 offered that we should use social media, digital signage for reminders as in tip of the 
day/week, use Alamo app to message these, info Q & A sessions for students, communicate 
better with employees across campus so we can better assist students with questions, use 
student surveys to collect students’ ideas and encourage involvement. 

 

The fourth group responded to: 4. What are some barriers or hindrances across campus to 
teaching students personal responsibility? This group relayed that we cater to students too 
much and do not hold them accountable, need clear guidelines at the beginning of each 
semester, not enough flexibility, language and cultural barriers and students do not know 
what is expected of them; suggested a contract to make expectations clear 

 

The College Services Division actively participated in sharing in dialogue and 
suggestions for the QEP development. Each group’s summary responses are attached











              
  

Quality Enhancement Plan 

Workforce Development & Continuing Education Division Meeting   

November 12, 2014 

Dean: Art Hall  

Roundtable Discussions & QEP Input 

 QEP Functional Team Facilitators: Irene Young and Laura Miele 

Summary: 

     After a brief update on the current status of the development of the SPC QEP, division 
members were divided into four groups with each group assigned a question to discuss and 
answer. After 10 minutes of small group dialogue each group shared their ideas with the 
entire group.  

     The first group was asked to respond to: 1. What successful strategies are you currently 
employing in the classroom to instill personal responsibility? Outside of the classroom? Group 
1 suggested that an orientation for students explaining rules/guidelines and requiring a 
students to sign a participation agreement is helpful. Also suggested was that the instructor 
should promote campus activities. Suggestions for outside the classroom included using online 
tutorials.  

    Group two was asked to respond to: 2. What are some behaviors you expect to see in a 
student exhibiting personal responsibility? They provided the following: self-sufficient, 
independent, punctual, attend class regularly, display respect and positive attitude. This 
group relayed that a student should be driven and connected. 

     Group three was asked to answer: 3. How can we best connect and collaborate across the 
college to improve our efforts to help students grow in the area of personal responsibility? 
Group 3 offered that we should be knowledgeable and informed about policies and 
procedures impacting students. The group purported that we should engage colleagues and 
students regarding policies and procedures that impact academic pursuits. 

     The fourth group responded to: 4. What are some barriers or hindrances across campus to 
teaching students personal responsibility? This group relayed that a lack of a common 
definition for personal responsibility is a hindrance. Also the group explained that students 
taking non-credit courses are less engaged in campus life and that including these students in 
activities like student orientation would be beneficial. 

      The Workforce Development and Continuing Education Division actively participated in 
sharing in dialogue and suggestions for the QEP development. Each group’s summary 
responses are attached.  





















































 

   
 

Quality Enhancement Plan 
 

 

Health Sciences Division Meeting November 19, 2014 

Dean: Rose Spruill 

Roundtable Discussions & QEP Input 

QEP Functional Team Facilitators: Penny Pfeil and Laura Miele 
 

 

Summary: 

After a brief update on the current status of the development of the SPC QEP, division members were 
divided into five groups with each group assigned a question to discuss and answer. Question 1 was 
assigned to 2 groups to accommodate numbers. After 10 minutes of small group dialogue each group 
shared their ideas with the entire group. 

The first group was asked to respond to: 1. what successful strategies are you currently employing 
in the classroom to instill personal responsibility? Outside of the classroom? Group 1A suggested: 
Having a well-defined course curriculum with specific due dates for assignments to be submitted by. 
First week of class "I-CARE" video, students watch video, divide into small student groups and have 
discussions on how they each can integrate personal responsibility in class. Student buddy system - 
Have a class buddy to get notes or assignments from if student is absent. Host "Student information" 
sessions before getting into the programs. Instructor continually reinforces class expectations related 
to personal responsibility throughout the duration of the class. Learning styles quiz at the beginning of 
the class to help students understand their learning styles and providing the students with tips to help 
them learn effective studying strategies. Students turn in and sign "Commitment" cards at the 
beginning of the semester to state their commitments of what they will do to be successful 
throughout the semester in class. Outside the class? Invite outside speakers from the field to discuss 
work force expectations. During Roll call randomly select students to respond to class preparation 
materials; i.e. Textbook chapters, videos, assignments, etc. that students were responsible for doing 
in preparation of class. Group 1B reported: Inside the classroom- requiring students to notify clinical 
instructors of tardies or absences, part of the clinical grade is a behavioral evaluation, requiring 
students to attend one professional meeting per semester related to their field of study. Outside the 
classroom- go over the syllabus (course contract) attend class, be on time, grading matrix including a 
category for professionalism, which is 5% of total grade. 

Group two was asked to respond to: 2. what are some behaviors you expect to see in a student 
exhibiting personal responsibility? They provided the following: prepared for class, respect & 
accountability, engaging in meaningful conversation, initiative, punctual, attend class regularly 

Group three was asked to answer: 3. how can we best connect and collaborate across the college 
to improve our efforts to help students grow in the area of personal responsibility? 
Group 3 offered that we should have an advisor/mentor prior to registration for students 

The fourth group responded to: 4. what are some barriers or hindrances across campus to 
teaching students personal responsibility? This group responded: free foods, free T-shirts (noise) during 
class time disruptive, language, culture, generational gaps, inconsistency with policies and 
procedures, lack of awareness of available resources, attitude, previous experience with their past 
education, financial, and personal/family issues 

The Health Sciences Division actively participated in sharing in dialogue and suggestions for the 
QEP development. Each group’s self-prepared summary responses are attached.
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